Hydration structure in natural DNA observed by thermal neutron scattering.
Films of highly oriented Na- and LiDNA showing the typical X-ray diffraction patterns for the A-, B-, and C-conformation have been investigated by elastic and quasielastic neutron scattering. Information concerning the question of the DNA-water interaction has been obtained by varying the parameters H2O/D2O contrast, humidity, and temperature. Main observations are: A coexistence of one- and three-dimensionally correlated DNA which shifts towards the one-dimensionally correlated C-conformation for high humidity; a coexistence of A-, B-, and C-conformation for NaDNA with a similar humidity dependence; a factor of two increase between the average degree of localization of water hydrogens compared with DNA hydrogens at 75% r.h. for NaDNA; a strong water contribution to layer peaks which are close to the susceptibility maximum of water; a strong temperature dependence of the axial repeat distance for C-DNA; broad quasielastic spectra around the inverse of this distance. The observations are interpreted in terms of a competition between finite three-dimensional correlation and an optimized spatial resonance of nearly one-dimensionally correlated DNA with the correlation of bulk water. The observations are compatible with the concept of water spine formation (Dickerson 1983). The interpretation emphasizes the dynamic character of this mechanism in the region of nearly one-dimensionally correlated DNA.